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BEING ME IN DIFFERENT PLACES
I am writing from Ululla, a sheep station and Mardu aboriginal community that lies 900
kilometres northeast of Perth. I lived here for two years some time ago and have recently
returned. Here is an entry from my journal shortly after arriving back at Ululla:
What has driven me back to Ululla? What conscious and subconscious whips have been
cracked across my behind to make me anticipate returning so keenly?
An oasis from the Protestant work ethic perhaps? Albeit a flawed oasis for I am in thrall
wherever I go. But still, here I can feel that by being I am doing something remarkable and
so being is OK. How to be free of this horrible logic?
A place of purity. Without endless 'if onlys'. This is a place of clear evening skies,
silhouettes of unbroken mulga against a dying sun, a moon that appears on schedule,
frequent and complete silences, rushing winds. I am free of regret, of middle-class
obligation. I am too small to do anything thank God.
Diminishment of the individual. Where a sense of self is not normatively primary. A
landscape over which ego does not preside unchecked. My desires, wants and needs are a
function of my surroundings and community - not a function solely of my whimsy. My
achievements are not trumpeted, neither are my transgressions. Christendom tries and
fails to escape the latter but is the bound and shackled slave of the former. Freedom from
both is a blessed relief.
All actions, indeed, are diminished. The soundtrack to our lives is not that of the media but
that of the scratching pen, brewing tea pot, barking dog. Not images of life but life itself.

Reading back over this it occurs to
me that all of those points are
about the same thing. I want to be
rescued from myself. Or, more
precisely, rescued from that part of
myself (the part that is all of which
I am usually aware) that is the sum
of my actions.

I am Nick, 28
years old from
England/
Australia who
likes playing
football and
reading, who
studies maths,
blah blah blah.
What else is
there?

Maybe what we call 'ego' is really this
'sum-of-actions-self'. In most places
ego=me. "Who am I?" you might ask
and I will tell you that I am Nick, 28
years old from England/ Australia
who likes playing football and
reading, who studies maths, blah
blah blah. What else is there?
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I find when I am out here that there is
something else; I have access to another
part of myself - a part that does nothing,
that is achievement-free. I feel strangely
uncompelled to do anything at all. Sitting
here writing these thoughts down is
something I have anticipated for several
days, but only now have I managed to get
my act together enough to do it. And it's not
like I've been rushed off my feet...

town may form - but the great wilderness
continues on constant, unimpressed. It is a
slate that is too hard for humanity to write
upon. We can beetle about on its surface
but not a great deal more. Thank God! We
can't fuck it up!

forms around me as part of the place and
people and experiences of where I am. It is
different depending on where I am. At Ululla
it is bigger.

It is hard to imagine how this can work when
one is reading within a Western context.
What must it be like for the starting point of
one's existence to not be 'ego'? I don't mean
how is it possible to be unselfish. That is
another thing entirely. The question I want
to ask is far more fundamental. It is about
somehow accessing life through a different
prism, one that perhaps will give more, or
maybe just different, colour....

It is not just the landscape here that
diminishes my ego. The culture of the local
people here, unlike the culture from which I
come, does not place the individual at the
Back in the city
centre of all considerations.
the boundary
What is at the centre instead I
between
me
am not sure but it's somehow
(=ego) and notdifferent. For instance, no one
me is a hard,
cares
here
about
my
impermeable
achievements. The things in
one of which I
my life of which I am most
am constantly
proud
elicit
very
little
aware. Here I
response. Like the land, the
am at once
people are unimpressed.
conscious
of
Here I am not Nick
being
very
has
this
The hard nuggety sumsum-ofof-mymy-actionsactions- who
small
and
degree and read
self seems a lot smaller than when I am
insignificant as well as
that long book and
in the city, but the warm human restrestbeing a part of something
scored that great
ofof-myself is suddenly
suddenly much more
majestic and important.
goal, I am Nick. I
The hard nuggety sum-ofam the person
obvious and I see that it is beautiful.
my-actions-self seems a
who, like everyone
lot smaller than when I am in the city, but
else, gets bored of an afternoon and hungry
the warm human rest-of-myself is suddenly
and sometimes gets drunk and and and... It
much more obvious and I see that it is
is not that I am the same as everyone else,
beautiful.
only that it is not my achievements (or
transgressions) that make me different but
This rest-of-myself is not just something that
myself. The rest-of-myself.
I carry about with me; it is something that

The landscape has something to do with
this. The land in which I currently live is
gloriously indifferent to my existence. A vast
blue sky is half of my world and I cannot
touch it or change it. At night it becomes a
black blanket, bringing light from places that
I will never know and where I will never be
known. The other half of my world, the
bottom half, is almost as eternal.
Superficially things may change - a new
building is put up, a road is built, even a
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Let me give a practical example that might
make sense of what I'm talking about.
Picture this scene that I experienced:
I'm sitting in the passenger seat of the
station ute with Daniel, a local Mardu man
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driving. We're trying to follow an old bush
track but it's very hard to see. On the back
of the ute are several other people including
Molly, a Mardu woman, who is standing up.
She can see the road more clearly from her
higher vantage point and she is shouting out
directions for Daniel. The words that she is
using are 'kakara' and 'kayeeli' and other
words in Mardu wangka, the local aboriginal
language. What is remarkable about this
scene is that the words she is using do not
translate into 'left' and 'right' as one might
expect but 'East' and 'North'. She is telling
Daniel how to orientate himself with respect
to the land through which we are driving,
rather than the other way around.
Now imagine a white person trying to do
this! In the first place our sense of direction
is distinctly hazy in comparison to that of a
Mardu. If we try and use compass points we
are lost! But more than this we instinctively
communicate in terms of our individual
orientation. The words 'left' and 'right' are

immediately on our lips, in our heads. Our
physical perspective is fixed and defined by
our physical body.
What I am suggesting more generally is that
our mental perspective is fixed and defined
by our ego, that part of us which is the sum
of our actions. There is nothing wrong with
this necessarily but it is interesting to
observe that this need not be the case. We
are not defining our perspective by the
whole of ourselves. We are missing parts of
our self, which may proceed from our
environment, from our companions, from
our essence.
Back in the city I sometimes have the
strange feeling that I am meta-living, living
for-the-record. So that I can say afterwards,
'I did this, went there, ate this...' In the same
way that people go on grand tours of Europe
and 'do' Paris or Vienna or Wupertarl, I end
up 'doing' my entire life. I have an idea of
how it will be to look back at the end of my
life, or even how other people will remember
me when I am dead, and in that memory I
will live. That, perhaps ultimately, I will be in
the memory of God and so live forever. Dear
God save me from that fate. In my head I
know that it would be better to be entirely
forgotten if I can only live now; I must
transmit this information to my heart. Maybe
out here at Ululla I have a chance of doing
that.
Nick Gill (on the right in this pic) is currently
in Australia for 6 months (ish) after
completing his PhD at Cambridge.

SAVING INDIGENOUS SACRED PLACES
PLACES IN A SECULAR SOCIETY
SOCIETY
THE STRUGGLE TO FIND A COMMON LANGUAGE
Dietrich Bonhoeffer once posed the
question ‘How do we speak in a secular way
about God?’ A similar dilemma is faced
when we need to argue for protection of
Indigenous sacred areas lying in the
footprint of a huge mining or other
development project, promising massive
employment and prosperity for the State. All
around Australia, there are all-too-common
stories of destruction of Aboriginal sacred

places. These are not only stories from a
distant past but of regular occurrences still
prevalent around the country today. The
causes are generally not aimed intentionally
at damaging Indigenous spirituality but
come about when the spirituality poses an
obstacle to particular developments. The
issue arises particularly in relation to
Indigenous sacred places which are not on
land under the control of the particular
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Indigenous group and where there may be
activities, rather any clear distinction
no property or territorial rights that can be
between sacred and profane.
used to protect the areas. Does the Sacred
In addition, Indigenous spiritualities are
ever stand a chance against Mammon? How
living and dynamic, not museum pieces.
do we convey the importance of holy places
This would suggest that there has
to a secular world?
to be scope for changing
The spiritual connections of the
interpretations of sacred place and
Indigenous peoples of Australia to
for ongoing revelations and
the land are well known. A
experiences of the sacred and
common theme in Indigenous
ongoing religious interpretations
spiritualities is to recognise that
and
explanations
of
new
while the whole land is sacred,
discoveries
and
changing
there are particular places where
landscapes.
spiritual forces are present in a
So why would we protect such
special way. The Rainbow Spirit
places? From a personal point of
Elders in their 1997 book
view, it would be because we need
“Rainbow Spirit Theology” give a
respect to what is holy and if there
good illustration of this:
is a sacred presence at a particular
“In
specific
sacred
places,
Daniel at Ululla (pp.5-6) place in our land then it is
particular spiritual forces are
important for people to be able to
present. These spiritual forces are linked
experience it. Our religious experiences and
with our spirit-filled ancestors who walked
theologies can be shaped by our
the land. Whenever they walked, they left a
environments. It is out of our environments
trail of life forces. And at the places where
that what I call ‘God’ (though many
they went into the ground, their spiritual
Indigenous people would not use that
presence is concentrated in a special way at
concept) relates and communicates with us.
a sacred site.
Earthy analogies of incarnation, sacrament
and epiphanies are conjured up in my
Each sacred site is a place where spiritual
thinking. I can see the obvious rallying point
forces are concentrated. These forces link
for
all people of faith to say that spiritual
that site with the beginning, our ancestors
values count and should not always be
and the Creator Spirit.”(p.39)
subordinated to the needs of the Economy.
Within Indigenous spiritualities, there are a
However the arguments arising from the
variety of types of sacred sites and sacred
solidarity of spiritualities are not likely to
objects. Often in the case of sites, there is
pass muster in a secular discourse. How
no physical manifestation or evidence that
does one translate these gut reactions into
the
place
is
of
a language that would be
significance.
These
If in some
some sense all the earth is sacred, more
generally
can include areas
then
there
may
be
questions
of
acceptable?
Perhaps
it is
associated
with
simply
about
respect
for
degree and kinds of permitted
ancestral
beings,
each
other’s
beliefs.
The
burial areas, birthing
activities, rather any clear distinction
argument could be run
areas,
ceremonial
between sacred and profane..
profane..
that religious belief and
areas,
camping
practice
for many people
grounds etc. However, it is often unclear
is
at
the
heart
of
their
self-identity
and value
where a site begins and ends, or whether
systems
and
damage
to
that
is
no less
there are spheres of influence extending
severe than damage to the person and their
beyond the site itself. If in some sense all
property, which is unquestioningly protected
the earth is sacred, then there may be
by the law. For many Indigenous people, the
questions of degree and kinds of permitted
preservation of specific sacred places is
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essential to their religion and therefore they
even the Australian Constitution, there is at
are entitled to have these places protected
least a notional concept of free exercise of
as a matter of respect for their human
religion as a human right (even if this is
dignity.
sometimes expressed more as a limitation
on the government powers).
The difficulty seems to arise, however, when
we try to translate that into a model for
One issue that arises is that the language of
enforceable legal protection. How do we
individual human rights smacks of an
construct such laws and how do we deal
individualistic approach rather than a
with the insistence of the dominant culture
communal one, which is clearly not in tune
for limits to be drawn? The demands of the
with many Indigenous religious viewpoints
secular god of prosperity are for a narrowing
(nor, arguably, a Biblical viewpoint). That
of protection as much as possible while
may be remedied by using the language of
paying lip service to religious values. The
group rights or even reversing the approach
dominant culture protects such values as
to talk about “social responsibilities” to
long as they don’t cost much. The religions
allow people certain freedoms. However the
that end up being protected are caricatures
problem may go deeper in that the language
of religions - internalised, domesticated and
of rights to believe in and exercise religion
keeping to their assigned place; religions
may simply not be appropriate to the
where God is a concept in one’s
protection
of
inherently
mind, internalised in one’s
sacred
places.
For many Indigenous
heart, or small and moveable in
There have been several
people, the preservation
a
tabernacle,
but
not
cases in the USA and Canada
of specific sacred places is seeking to protect Native
occupying, or being manifested
in, physical public space. If the
essential to their religion American sacred places on
sacred does not fit into the box,
grounds of free exercise of
and therefore they are
then it has little chance of
religion. Almost all of these
entitled to have these
being protected.
have failed. This may have
places protected as a
partly been due to judicial
The
legal
models
and
matter of respect for
insensitivity to the different
philosophies devised in typical
aspects
of
Indigenous
western systems don’t seem to
their human dignity.
be able to capture what it is
religions, such as classifying
that is to be protected in the cases of more
beliefs as cultural rather than religious.
place-oriented holistic spiritualities. Some
However, it has also been due to an
examples of the dominant models are
emphasis on the language of rights to
discussed below. The common criticism is
exercise one’s religion or rights to believe
that the western legal models are geared
what one wants, which don’t quite fit easily
towards Judeo Christian religions, but I think
with the protection of a place because it is
that is an unfair representation of Judeosacred, regardless of religious practices
Christian theologies, which are a lot more
actually happen there. The standard
dynamic and creation-centred than the
principles that have developed around the
caricature.
idea of free exercise of religion, particularly
in the USA (which has given rise to the most
One of the main models for protecting
case law on point) have been created for
religions in intentionally secular societies is
religions which emphasise personal beliefs
seen in international instruments and Bills
and doctrines, regular gatherings and rituals
of Rights which have used the concept of
and certain types of conduct (things that
human rights as a basis for protecting
people believe or do) rather than religions
people’s freedom of religion. From the UN
which emphasis particular places as sacred
Declaration of Human Rights and the
in themselves. The problem then arises
International Covenant of Civil and Political
when the ‘rights of free exercise’ are said
Rights to the US Bill of Rights to perhaps
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not be infringed because beliefs are not
question longevity of the beliefs or the
affected and religious activities are, at least
orthodoxy of beliefs to see whether they can
in theory, not prohibited because they can
be properly classified as traditional. Little
be carried out somewhere else or can still
room is left for new experiences of the
be carried out in what’s left of the sacred
sacred and new interpretations that come
place, albeit under conditions that make the
with a living and dynamic faith. Indigenous
practices totally ineffective or where the
people are required to prove the
sacredness is lost. Even the case law
significance or even sacredness of place
regarding ‘mainstream’ places of worship,
and sometimes are faced with choosing
like churches, temples
between
breaching
The demands of the secular god of
and synagogues, has
religious requirements
tended for the most part
prosperity are for a narrowing
of secrecy or allowing
narrowing of
to relate to the rights to
destruction. It is also
protection as much as possible while
locate or develop those
usual to have ultimate
paying lip service to religious values.
places (ie rights of
assessment decisions
individuals or groups to
made by a non-believer
engage in religious activities) rather than
(a government official, usually the Minister),
protect the sacredness of the place.
and to allow permits to modify or change the
protected place in the public interest, where
In Australia we now have in most states and
a non-believer again is the one to weigh up
territories varying pieces of Aboriginal
desecration against the wider public
heritage legislation. Most of these protect
interest. It tends to be an adversarial
places on the basis of their significance in
process pitting developer against the
Indigenous tradition. The process used,
Indigenous people, often with splits created
however, is not in accordance with
in the Indigenous group as well. The clash
Indigenous tradition. The legislation seems
underlies both the assessment of
to have emerged from a model and
significance and the weighing up of any
discourse of heritage protection, with
significance against the demands of
Indigenous heritage as part of the general
development. In this process, the decisionAustralian heritage, with protection for
makers have almost always found that ‘the
similar reasons. This too may not be entirely
public interest’ lies in favour of
appropriate
for
protecting
development. There is naturally a
Indigenous sacred place as part of There are regular
huge scope for ethnocentrism and
a living faith of specific peoples.
debates
debates about
misunderstanding, and a question
The heritage model has tended to
of the cultural appropriateness of
where exactly is
result in identifying specific defined
the whole model. The lengthy
the sacred area
places or sites for protection with
national debate about the truth or
and a demand
its emphasis on trying to limit the
fabrication of ‘women’s business’
extent or boundaries around what
for rational
in the Hindmarsh Island (SA) case
has to be protected, and to allow
in the 1990s symbolised many of
explanations of
open slather over the rest of the
these problems.
why certain
area. There are regular debates
In certain western traditions, there
activities would
about where exactly is the sacred
have been canon laws recognising
area and a demand for rational
damage the
and dealing with consecrated
explanations of why certain
sacredness.
places
(eg
churches
and
activities would damage the
graveyards), and these have been
sacredness. The model is also one of listing
incorporated as part of the law of the land.
places on a register to make it easier for
However it is unlikely that Australian society
others (eg developers) to know exactly
will simply accept religious laws as part of
where things are. There is a tendency for
the general law without a further
those seeking to develop the areas to
justification on another rationale.
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There may be arguments here for selfdetermination by Indigenous people and
rights to protect and make decisions about
their own significant areas. This could
distinguish Indigenous sacred places from
those of other groups due to inherent
sovereignty or rights that were never
removed. Part of that could involve
obligations by the dominant cultures to
respect and protect such places, obligations
that would most likely have been included in
treaties if Australia had entered into them.
This might leave scope for a separate model
of protection. Such arguments, however,
don’t seem to have won majority support in
Australia as yet and have not been
recognised in any of the legal cases.
How does one sing such sacred song in a
strange land? The search goes on for an
appropriate justification for protecting
places of spiritual significance that can

achieve some degree of consensus here.
The Commonwealth government has talked
of reintroducing amendments to the Federal
Aboriginal legislation. It had tried in 1998
but could not get the bill through the Senate
in the desired form. There is clearly a need
for reform, but reform aimed at
strengthening the level of protection, not
reducing it. Now is therefore a vital time for
a national dialogue as to a culturally
appropriate means of protecting Indigenous
sacred places.
Carolyn Tan is currently working towards a
PhD thesis on the treatment of Indigenous
sacred place in the laws of Australia, NZ,
USA and Canada and would love to hear
from anyone who has any ideas on these
issues. (Contact ctan.at.westnet.com.au).

LAYING DOWN ROOTS
The weather has turned.
When I had landed it seemed as if the sun
itself had come to greet me. It cut through
the grey morning mist and the leaden skies.
Welcoming. Warming.
But now the sky is dark with angry clouds.
We hop out of the car, climb over a low
fence. We make our way down a short path,
though perhaps ‘path’ is a little too grand to
describe this dark, muddy scar that cuts
field between the road and our destination.
With each step I sink an inch or so into the
mud and muck. And with each step comes a
satisfying squelch.
Finally, we pass through a small gate and
step into a tiny, ancient graveyard. Here I
sink ankle-deep

into the ground and look around. The
graveyard is a small patch of mud and
stones in a field. Fields stretch of into the
distance in all directions, each separated
from the other by low stone walls. There is
the pleasing smell that I remember from my
childhood - of fields, and sheep and cows of the country.
The grave I stand beside is that of my
grandfather who had died only a year or so
before. It was an unremarkable little grave
really - but in many ways that seems
appropriate. I am told that when he died he
was mourned by many people, and that a
thousand people came to
his funeral. A thousand
people... that’s a huge
amount of people...
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especially when he lived all his life as a small
matter how much I love this harsh land I still
farmer in a small village. Obviously he was a
feel it to be foreign. It has shaped me, as have
man much loved and much respected the people with their strange histories that live
though for me the most that I could remember
upon it, but I do not feel to be its child.
was a voice with an impenetrable accent on
It is my sense of being lost - unhomed,
the phone and a pitifully few memories of a
unlanded, unrooted, without history - that has
short jovial man with a head full of white white
brought me to this place, this grave, this mud,
hair.
these fields, these clouds, these people.
But that was a long time ago - what feels to
She raises her hand and points into the
me now as almost a lifetime ago, or perhaps
distance. This is where my grandmother’s
like another life, another’s life. Certainly it was
family came from. We turn, and I sink a little
another world.
deeper into the rich thick mud. Over there is
I stand by his grave, listening to a daughter of
where the family farm is now. We turn back a
his. I feel that it is a shame... I feel ashamed...
little, and tears come to my eyes. Over there is
that I don’t feel very much for this man. No.
where the farm once started, back before it
That is not true - I feel that it is a shame that I
was split between three sons... It isn’t a
never knew this man except as a disembodied
thrilling history. There’s no tales of amazing
voice and a handful of visual memories. I feel
derring do. It is the history of a relatively
that I am much the poorer for having not
humble family, of good people who have
known him. Death always is jarring. The closer
known joy and sadness, happiness and
the person the more jarring it is. Death feels
heartache. It isn’t exceptional, except in so far
impossible - though I am aware of exactly how
as it is my history.
possible it is. It is as if a hole has been torn in
It is perhaps appropriate that I’m near ankle
the fabric of one’s world. A hole with ragged
deep in mud, for it feels that I’ve finally laid
and frayed edges where once was a person.
down roots in willing soil. I’ve found my home
One cannot fill this hole and my people.
it isn’t a space as such It is my sense of being lost *****
one can only grasp its
unhomed, unlanded, unrooted,
It
seems
almost a
edges and try and bring
lifetime
ago
since all
without history - that has brought me
them back together.
this happened, and I’ve
to this place, this grave, this mud,
In a few months time I
had a fair bit of time to
shall experience this
these fields,
fields, these clouds, these people. ponder about it. I
afresh - but for the
cannot help but feel
moment I ponder that I don’t feel this jarring. I
that the experience had a ritual feel to it, even
only feel a sadness for never having known
if that wasn’t what we were thinking at the
him, and an empathy for those who remain.
time. I believe that a large amount of its power
I live a world away from where I am standing
for me came from having someone point out
at the moment. I live in a land that in some
features of the place and link them to my
deep sense is not my own. I live in a land with
past. Hills that were minutes before just cold,
a black past, and a blacker white history - but
wet, green hills covered with stone walls and
a history that I find difficult to claim as my
the occasional sheep became imbued with
own. A land with its own myths and spirit meaning. Indeed, standing amidst them next
some so old that they feel as if they have
to the bones of my grandfather seemed to
been breathed out of the rock and soil itself imbue the whole land with a value I’ve never
some are newer, born of new people and their
experienced before or since. In more religious
struggles in that new land where at times it
terms, the land became sacred for me would seem that the same rocks and soil
though these days I’d probably prefer to say
resisted them. Maybe those rocks and the
that it wasn’t until the experience that I
hard dry soil resist me, for I feel unrooted or
started to see its sacredness for myself.
ungrounded. I cannot put a finger on it, but no
Chris Albone works in IT at Sydney Uni.
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THE LOVING WELCOME OF THE LAND
I have always been glad I was born in the
open its heart to us whose skin is all wrong
1940s, because if I had been born even ten
for it - far too pale and vulnerable to the
years later, my wild little beach north of
strong sun; to us, too, whose forebears
Sydney, and the bare grassy hills behind it,
played a part in the ravaging of the land and
would have already been tamed and
in the serious disruption of the sacred
corseted. When I was a kid, there were only
relationship between the land and the
about half a dozen modest houses
Aboriginal people. Thankfully, the land
scattered over the whole area, with a rough
doesn’t judge people by their race, skin
little foot track that scaled down to the
colour or family history! It recognises, and
beach. But by the mid 1950s, all the land on
responds to, love and kinship of spirit. So
the cliff tops around the beach had been
that beach, and its hinterland, was truly ‘my
sold for housing blocks. A road had been
country’ by the ties of the communion
bulldozed down to the beach, and the
between the spirit of that country and my
relationship between the scrubby cliffs and
spirit.
the low sand hills had been
My childhood years were ignorant
crudely broken by a tarred car
times in white Australian society,
When I talk about
park all along the foot of the
but
my brothers and I knew that
‘my’ beach, I am
cliffs.
long ago Aboriginal kids (and their
aware that I am
Somehow,
in
all
that
families) had been the only
claiming
a
different
‘development’, the specific
humans living around these parts.
spirit of my beach gradually
Those Aboriginal kids grew up with
sort of belonging
retreated, perhaps burying
a spiritual heritage that formed
from the ancient
itself protectively, to wait
them in the meaning of the
heritage of the KuKu(aeons, if necessary) for people
landscape. They learnt about
RingRing-Gai people.
and this land to again be in
things that I only sensed.
proper relationship. Now a
For instance, I sensed that there was a
bland, slightly soiled, atmosphere hovers
meaning in the beautiful curve that swept
over that beach, which is unbearable to us
back from the south headland, folding into
who knew and loved the fresh, free,
the curve of the bare hill at the centre of the
nuggetty spirit that once sang there.
beach, but the meaning never became any
When I talk about ‘my’ beach, I am aware
clearer to me. As a child, I tried, over and
that I am claiming a different sort of
over again, to draw the mystery of those two
belonging from the ancient heritage of the
sweeping curves. I always sensed that they
Gu-Ring-Gai people. My belonging comes
were telling me something good, mysterious
simply from the ties of love. It was the
and
first vista of the planet Earth that I
remember, and I came to know it
with all the wonder, intimacy
and practicality that marks a
small child’s relationship
with the country they are
born to. It was a mutual
thing: the land also reached
out to me and took me to its
heart.
For me, it is humbling to
realise just how fully the
country we love in Australia will

As a child, with my family at ‘my’ beach
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sacred moment of communion with country,
important. When I think about it now, I’m
what a beautiful little ritual of belonging!’
sure there would be a sacred Aboriginal
story about those hills, and I wonder if it’s a
Ten years later a gesture like that would
women’s story, calling as it did to a little girl
have been difficult, because there were so
like me.
many people around by then, and a row of
houses overlooked that area of grassy cliff
The Aboriginal kids before us would have
top. Besides, with the landscape so
related to the land via stories like that, and
‘respectable-ised’ and chopped up, its
perhaps participated in rituals
freedom and mystery hidden beneath
about that headland. Their
My beach with
the tight modern ‘development’, maybe I
sense of belonging and
its bare,
would never have been able to feel that
identity was rooted in that
windswept hills
deep communion. The spirit of the land
land, through aeons of time,
was tied in with
in ways I can only dimly
might already have withdrawn too far to
be able to communicate with me.
understand. So in that way
my whole
their belonging was very
I was terribly wounded by my
identity as a
different from mine.
dispossession, as suburbia relentlessly
human being
took possession of my land. I will never
Yet was it really so different?
forget the cry of outraged horror that arose
The land that loved and spoke to them also
in me when the first Real Estate Agent’s
loved and called to me. Those rhythmic
sign went up on that beautiful bare hill at
curves of the hill and headland, for instance,
the centre of the beach: ‘But how can you
called insistently to my spirit, my heart and
sell a hill?’
my intelligence… they wanted me to know
hill?’ It was as if the bottom dropped
out of my universe. Suddenly I had to come
the meaning held within them! Once the
to terms with the reality that there were
community of the Gu-Ring-Gai no longer
people with other ideas about what a hill
lived there, I think the land became lonely
was, and what it could be used for; and that
without heart and spirit communion with
they had the power to do things their way. I
human beings; it aches for lovers.
ripped
out the ‘For Sale’ sign and hid it
So I grew; and my beach with its bare,
under
a
bush, but the land was sold anyway.
windswept hills was tied in with my whole
I often wonder about how the Gu-Ring-Gai
identity as a human being. I will never forget
people suffered when they
a day when I was called into a
experienced
the
same
ritualising of that belonging. I must
Aboriginal
devastating, disorienting reality.
have been eight or nine years old by
people survive
Was it the same sort of agony of
then, and I was wandering alone, as I
by carrying
heart that I suffered? I survived
loved to do sometimes, over the grassy
slope above the centre of the beach,
because I carried in my flesh and
their land in
my spirit the passionate moment
with the sea wind in my hair and the
their flesh and
that had ritualised my belonging
summer sun blessing me. I was
in their spirit.
suddenly overwhelmed by such a
to and my sacred human
formation by that land, and no brutalisation,
passionate love for that place that I threw
uglification or taming of my country can rob
myself bodily onto the rough brown grass,
me of that inner truth and profound sense
and lay there full length, pressing my whole
of loving identity. From what I have since
little body against it, hugging it with my arms
come to know about Aboriginal people, I
and legs, with my heart and spirit. I had no
believe there are great similarities. They
words or thoughts, just an overwhelming
survive by carrying their land in their flesh
sense of happiness, love and belonging, me
and in their spirit.
to that place and that place to me.
As an adult, I chose to make my home in the
Afterwards, I felt a bit embarrassed, and
semi-arid far west of New South Wales, a
hoped no one had seen me act so strangely;
thousand kilometres inland from my beach,
but now I look back and think ‘What a
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in a small town on the bank of the Darling
River. One factor in my choice of this town
was that the population was over 80%
Aboriginal, and it was important to me to live
close to Aboriginal people (which is another
story!) but I had also fallen in love with the
vivid, delicate outback landscape that feels
wide and free and (here, at least) can never
be destroyed by urban development. My
skin is even more inappropriate to the fierce
summers of this region than it was to the
coast, and when I arrived everything about
the landform and vegetation was quite
foreign to me. Yet gradually, over the years,
a communion has developed: the call of the
land to my spirit and of my spirit to the land.
The land doesn’t mind how foreign I am! I
don’t have to imagine the relationship
between Aboriginal people and country, the

way I did as a child. I hadn’t been long here
when the old Paakantji ladies began telling
me.
‘You see that big gum tree over there? Well,
old Granny X told me that she was born
under that tree! And in them days, the old
midwifes, they’d take the afterbirth, and
bury it under another gum tree, nearby…’
‘I was born beside the Paroo river; and
when I can get back to that Paroo country
and set up my camp, I immediately feel
completely different to what
I do in town! That’s my
Gradually a
country, and it’s a part of
sense grew in me… it’s medicine for me,
my mind of
just to be out there…’
how the
Those old Paakantji ladies
really took me in hand, in
ancient
belonging of relation to their country.
They chuckled ‘Oh, you’ve
Paakantji
Paakantji
got a lot to learn!’ and
people gives
began telling me bush lore,
them an ease stories about the creation of
the River and animals and
and a total
birds belonging to it; stories
comfortablen about the old days they
ess in this
remembered, things their
environment grandparents did and how
that I’ll never they lived; and gradually a
sense grew in my mind of
have to the
how the ancient belonging
same degree.
of Paakantji people gives
them an ease and a total
comfortableness in this environment
that I’ll never have to the same
degree. I admired it, envied it, and
marvelled at it.
I listened thirstily to them and their
loving identification to place. It was
inherited, it was ancient; but were they
so different from me, after all?
I will never be able to think of myself
apart from my beach, even though I
was in the first generation of my family
to live there. It’s not just a question of
happy memory, either: that country is
embedded in my very muscles and
cells, as well as in my spirit. ‘It’s my
country, and it’s a part of me.’
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When I began learning the Paakantji
Beside the great differences, aren’t there a
language, I began to see how concepts in
thousand similarities in the way we belong
one language are not easily translatable into
and respond to our country? Yes, and in
another. For instance, I wondered how you
these days when the recent history of this
would translate the English word ‘home’ into
country has disrupted so much Aboriginal
Paakantji. It is an English concept
tradition, ritual and access to country, I find
associated with a house, or a building of
Aboriginal friends in very much my situation
some kind, probably
before certain special
including
some
landforms that are
My belonging also brings
fenced-in yard, or
clearly meaningful, but
responsibilities and privileges that are
maybe a town - all
from
which
their
specific to me, because ‘belonging’ isn’t
things
that
were
people have been
foreign
to
the
exiled for generations.
just a feeling, it requires proper action.
Paakantji lifestyle. So I
Aboriginal people are
said to an old lady ‘If you’d been away
very sensitive to the feeling of places, to the
somewhere, how would you say “I’m going
sense of spirits present, to a sense of the
home”?
sacred, or to places where something
home And she said ‘You’d say “I’m going
back to my country…”
special has happened, but often they have
country ’
been deprived of knowledge.. As we drive
Suddenly I understood, and knew it was the
along,
one of my Aboriginal friends might
same for me, because ‘home’ for me, as a
say ‘You know, there’d be a story about
child, hadn’t been that house we lived in so
those rocks over there; I bet that’s a sacred
much as the sea, the cliffs, that beach, the
place for our people.’
curve of those hills, the wild brown grass.
Is that so very different from my gazing on
Yet I also savour the differences in
my headland as a child, and yearning to
belonging, between those whose bond to
know, but not knowing, the mystery and
country is through ancient heritage as well
meaning of the landform? For both of us
as love, and those new-comers, like myself,
there’s a gap: for me, by being a new-comer
whose bond is simply though love,
with no one to tell me the meaning;
not heritage. I listen to my friend
All of us who
for them, because exile has
Warlpa saying ‘I’m named after my
love
the
land
deprived
them
of
proper
great-grandfather; his tribal name
knowledge.
Maybe,
today,
all
of us
need
to
relearn
re
was Warlpa, and he was named
who
love
the
land
need
to
re-learn
after Birnti-Warlpa, which is a rainthe meaning of
the meaning of places together. I
making site in our country…’
places together
together
am sure the land will take us there,
I really thrill to hear about that
but it will be a long journey.
ancient sort of belonging, spoken with such
The land calls us all, both those who belong
joy and pride by this young Wanyuparlku
in the ancient way and those who belong in
man. His belonging brings with it a very long
the newer way, to share responsibility for its
spiritual tradition that is grounded in his
well-being,
to live in ways that are respectful
country, as well as responsibilities and
of its needs, and to work together for a
privileges of a type that are specific to him
future that has room for us all. In some very
as a Wanyuparlku man. My belonging is
deep and mysterious way, the country itself
linked to my personal spirituality, and to
can be the basis of a growing communion
some extent can be formed by Aboriginal
between people.
people who, in their generosity, share
something of their spirituality with me. My
belonging also brings responsibilities and
privileges that are specific to me, because
Karin Donaldson lives in Wilcannia, NSW.
‘belonging’ isn’t just a feeling, it requires
proper action..
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SEA SPIRITUALITY
Take me away from the ocean for too long,
and my spirit starts to dehydrate. Slowly, my
spirituality has become woven in with the
sea, so that salt water runs deep in my
being. In the sea, I find the being of God. In
all its seasons, moods and corners, the
divine is reflected.
On days of storm and wind, when
we race along under little sail, and
the shore is covered in
breaking waves, I see
God’s incredible strength:
the strength to both
create and to destroy, to
judge and to forgive.

God for their existence, and are loved, even
if they do not love in return.

In a storm that made fishermen scared,
Jesus said to the water ‘Be Still.’ And it was.
Seasoned sailors do not scare easily, so the
storm must have been fierce indeed, and
therefore the word spoken so much
more powerful again. That same
In the sea,
I find the being Word says to me, ‘Be Still- you are
loved and forgiven’, and I
of God.
know when I look out to
sea, that it is true in my life.

Some days I glance at the
spot on the aft deck where
Jesus would have been
napping if we had been the
On days of little breeze,
vessel sailing in Galilee that
when with all sail set we
day. With a smile, I know
barely ghost along, I find
that God is not napping, but
the world reflecting the
sailing with me in life. As I
peace I know in my heart
get up in the mornings and
from being loved and
Window from the Seaman’s Chapel,
come out of my hatch on
forgiven.
Flagstaff Hill, Warrnambool, Vic.
the foredeck, I so often see
As the moon melted into
a
different
view,
depending where we have
the ocean the other morning, and the depth
sailed
through
the
night. Yet everywhere, it
and vastness of the stars were revealed in
is
the
ocean,
and
I
fell
that I belong. It is my
all their beauty, I was awed at the fact that
place.
in a world so big, I am known and intimately
loved. Feeling so insignificant in the midst of
stars and water as far as I could see, I had
absolute confidence that God who
‘measured the water of the sea in the
hollow of his hand and calculated the
heavens to the nearest inch’ (Isaiah 40:12)
passionately loves me.
I know that I am loved by my Creator; many
do not. Likewise, many have never seen the
sea and never shall. Others fear it or abuse
it. Nonetheless, it is essential to their lives
and the cycles of rain and weather. Its rising
shall reshape coastlines, its warming or
cooling redefine climates and
habitat. Without knowing of or
caring for the ocean, all people
rely on it for life. Without
knowledge of or care for an
existence and love beyond the
day to day, all people still rely on

In Revelations the visionary says that the
sea shall be no more. This used to sadden
me, but now it excites me, for I will no longer
need God revealed in saltwater when once
again revealed in flesh.
Hanna Schulz is a deck hand and watch
leader on the
Sail Training
Vessel One &
All, sailing
out of
Adelaide.
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A SPLACE TO CALL HOME
DOMESTIC ABODES CREATING IDENTITY
Home is where we start from’ wrote T. S. Elliot
in 1972. Walls of poetry, volumes of song,
rooms of paintings, attics of trunks, albums of
photos, all support the truth here stated. Not
only is home the place ‘to begin from’ but it is
thought of as the place ‘to return to’. Home,
the family abode, is essential to the
development of self and memory, with the
house now symbolising an R&R retreat.

Memory is based on actual experience and
specifically doesn’t exist without splace. It is
the combination of the two aspects space and
place that creates an awareness of what is
self and what is non-self. Bachelard writes of
the spaces of our past moments of solitude
remaining within us as creative space, with
these spaces often found in attics, cellars and
sheds. New housing areas make no allowance
for storage areas of any kind. It is clear why
Miller’s Storage sprang up in my
neighbourhood along with the new estate, but
at $200 per month, how many families will
indulge
in
a
ponderous
‘keepsakewalkthrough’?
Where will we go to
wonder and what
will we have left to
wonder
about
without
these
spaces
in
our
homes?

The idea of ‘place and space’ is fundamental
to all human ecology. Even the Greek word
‘oikos’ means ‘house’ from which ‘okologie’
and then ‘ecology’ are derived. The term
‘house’ is central to
my wider study. I have
often in the past used
‘the house’ as a
metaphor
for
personhood in my art.
It is an image able to
contain
multiple
messages
dealing
with human relations
to one another and to
their
surroundings.
Storage space is
While it may sound
just one thing that
lofty and theoretical
appears
absent
‘Wordhouse’, Flossie Peitsch, wood, 2002
to assert that our very
from
modern
identities are grounded in ‘home’, this has its
homes. I remember that my childhood home
basis in the practical, everyday ‘comings and
in Canada had a particular smell upon entry:
goings’ of life in relationship to splace.
sawdust from the basement combined with
closed-in dog’s bed at the door, both
I use splace, a contraction of ‘space’ and
diminished by my Mom’s distinctively aromatic
‘place’, when both the sense of status [place]
cooking. Like many people, I do not bake for
and location [space] are factors in viewing
health reasons and due to time constraints,
selfhood and families. Hugh MacKay in 1993
but what of the smells? What will become the
described Australians as people afraid of
catalyst or symbol for sentiments of ‘hearth
change, faced with the many aspects of our
and home’ in an era without the scents or
societies that are changing. It is not so much
appearances associated with the good
a fear of the future as a lack of confidence in
feelings of that phrase? In fact, is the idea of
charting the path ahead, having lost ‘our
‘belonging and home’ itself on the wain?
bearings’. ‘Our bearings’ is another expressive
‘Placelessness,’ the loss of close identification
term for what I call splace. What is especially
with actual splaces, already drives much that
intriguing is that many of us live in very
occurs in our recent history.
ordinary suburban housing tracts with
seemingly no intrinsic value other than
The house and its treasured contents can
‘resale’, yet in this everyday landscape we are
become a treasure in themselves. Mirka
known and here is where we know.
Mora, in her book ‘Love and Clutter’ (2003)
ponders her house’s mountains of collected
possessions that almost swallow her. Every
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surface is stacked. Every walkway is
narrowed. Nothing is ever dislodged. She sees
clutter as ‘the thread of my memory wanting
to have its own continuity through familiar
objects’ (p.1). Things from before, as
memories, allow us to live at once in the
present and past. I recognize this expressed
sentiment in the inherited cache surrounding
me in my home. These collected things are
especially important when moving house, time
and again. Here I realise the sense of the
evocative term ‘moving house’, both verb and
noun, though not actual, is particularly apt.

Feminists have disclosed the home as a place
of repression, conflict, and slavery. It can
possibly be a sordid mix of secret and
scandal, tolerable only in fleeting visits,
entrapping occupants. We know that at times,
as in Renaissance Italy, the home was not
only the site of inclusion, but of exclusion,
execution, blood and territory conquest, built
as a stronghold for war. However, this aspect
of home is not my focus.

My interest in home is not limited to the house
itself. I consider the property locating the
house as part of its total
Loss
of
landscape. I like suburban
As human beings, we long for meaning in
home can
train rides because unnoticed I
our lives and in the places that we inhabit.
cause an
can peer into the personal
intense
worlds of usually hidden
grief, shock, helplessness; a disorienting
backyards. Edna Walling, the celebrated
attitude that is never fully recovered from nor
Australian garden designer, preferred to
explainable. Survivors of the devastating
anticipate the garden before building the
2004 tsunami, as with those of the Hiroshima
house. The parameters of the outside,
bombing and even those merely dislocated by
bordered by hedge, fence or invisible
community redevelopment, all experience a
perimeter holds as much splace as the house
brutal extrication that belies contemporary
interior. As human beings, we long for
society’s dismissal of the significance of
meaning in our lives and in the places that we
home.
inhabit. We have an inherent craving to
connect with nature, allowing us to
The homes mourned for are not only the brick
temporarily shed the chaotic thoughts and
and mortar, roads and trees but the spaces
ways of contemporary culture, and our
we build through relationships with others - in
experience of splace is shaped by our
the lounge, over the back fence, negotiating
experience of nature. This consideration
parked cars, barking dogs; complexities that
explains the appeal of inside/outside
are always in flux, fragile and fleeting. Doreen
courtyards, the demand for large windows and
Massey writes, ‘We are always creating, in
why rooms with balconies are coveted.
other words, not just a space, a geography of
our lives, but a time-space for our lives’.
Even thought the atmosphere of the location
would disappear if the house
Originally the home has been
Taking into
vanished for any reason, we
considered
the
crossing
place
consideration
the
have long accepted that the
between both worlds in an ontological
buildings we inhabit spirit of a place lies in its
sense. As John Berger states ‘one is
geography.
Some
places
not only shelterless without a home
and the ways we
themselves take precedence
but lost in non-being’. He goes on to
divide up our land is over any buildings they may
describe the home as the place where
acquire. Indigenous people
one of the original
two lines, one vertical and one
traditionally are more affected
horizontal, intersect. The vertical one
ways in which we
by their land than they affect
leads upward to the sky and
know ourselves.
their land, linked to it in a deep
downward to the underworld. The
psychological and spiritual way.
horizontal one represents daily life and all the
This is clearly so in Australia but elsewhere as
travelling on the earth. At home, one was
well.
closest to everything.
Although I am not indigenous to anywhere, I
This is not to present the ‘home’ as always a
have a special bond with a four hundred acre
place of fulfilment and contentment.
woods we called ‘The Bush’ in Canada. I was
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married there because of this attachment. I
The downside of ‘where you are’ telling you
can picture myself sitting on the banks of the
who you are, is the unpleasant links that can
babbling Cannagajig, wiling away a hazy
occur. My husband’s first work placement was
afternoon. It was my dreaming place. It was
in the Housing Trust city of Elizabeth, South
my exploring place. There my sister and I
Australia. Enthusiastic about our new home
knocked the teeth out of a cow skull saving
and situation, we were initially taken aback by
them in a glass jar in my parents’ basement
people asking incredulously, ‘Do you like it
for forty years. There I chartered new worlds.
there?’ After our house was broken into
There, one persistently hot, inner tube
fourteen times in eleven years, we ourselves
summer, I hooted with the rest of my family
said ‘Elizabeth’ with some disdain. A burden
when Mom found her bathers bottomless
was lifted once we moved away, but others
after laps afloat the river rocks. The place still
could never leave that splace. Housing policy
calls out to my
does not allow for the
The choice of place, no matter how
unconscious.
home to be the site of
craved, is only within
within the capacity of the sentiment, belonging and
Many settlers took
continuity, becoming a
with them their sense
privileged, not of every human being.
symbol of self.
of culture in the form
of building styles when relocating. This is
When the huge gum tree was cut down in our
evidenced in the English gardens and grand
front yard, we asked the tree-man to saw a
civil structures and homes that are familiar
chair into the stump. He obliged by not only by
wherever the British Empire colonized. Due to
cutting the chair, but also by engraving it
this fact I felt at home upon first arriving in
deeply with large initials ‘P H P’ making it my
Australia. I recognized a very similar
young daughter’s seat. Her brothers came
architecture to that which I had experienced in
home asking just whose idea that was and
Canada. Taking into consideration the
surreptitiously took more than a few swipes at
buildings we inhabit and the ways we divide
it with a stray steel pole. They felt displaced in
up our land is one of the original ways in
their own yard. Another day I collected old
which we know ourselves. Splace in
fence palings for a future art project and
architecture is derived from
stacked them in a corner of the
many culturally and historically
yard. In no time, my 13-yearbased sources. It is an
old son fashioned a lean-to
expression of the similarities
humpy, ostensively for the dog,
as well as the differences
but he fits neatly inside too.
among civilisations. In this way,
We are told that as creating
I can appreciate differing forms
relationships with other people
of domicile but would not be
is part of our basic humanity
able to regard a mud hut a
so is the need we have to
source of personal identity
attach to place. This idea may
because it is not culturally true
be disputed but not from my
to me. This is why asking the
personal
experience
or
question ‘Where are you?’
observation. At any age we
helps to tell you who you are.
seem to be looking for our
splace.
Mayes
goes
further
pronouncing ‘Where you are is
who you are. The further inside
Flossie Peitsch is a visual artist
you the place moves, the more
Wordhouse, detail
completing
her
PhD
in
your identity is intertwined with
Melbourne,
with
the
working
it. Never casual, the choice of place is the
title ‘The Immortal Now: Visualising the place
choice of something you crave’ (2003, p.96). I
where
spirituality and today’s families meet’.
suggest, however, that the choice of place, no
Her
home
includes husband Tom and their six
matter how craved, is only within the capacity
children.
of the privileged, not of every human being.
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Once I lived at 106
West Avenue. That was
My home forever.
But this Forever is
short. It came and
went so fast.
I forgot to remember
it wouldn’t last.
No, that’s not true.
But I did always want
my home to exist.
I did always want to
be able to go home,
Put my hand in a
drawer
And take out what I
had put there,
Over thirty years
before.
They sold 106.
I helped them do it.
I sorted, I kept, I
dumped, I cried,
I died.
So did my Dad.
So did my Mom.
But that’s not all.
Like them,
Though I’m neither
completely
There nor here,
I exist in completeness
all the same.
I’M MORTAL
IMMORTAL
NOW
the same
But not.

LIFE, SPIRITUALITY AND DEPRESSION
DEPRESSION
A PERSONAL REFLECTION
REFLECTION ON MENTAL ILLNESS
I was diagnosed with generalised Anxiety and Depression about
three years ago. Like a large number of Australians, when my
Doctors recommended Anti-depressant medication I said NO! I
had the general view that admitting I had a mental illness would
be the beginning of the end. I thought I would never get over the
stigma attached to mental illness. I also thought of all the
horror stories that get around, about people who start on these
medications and ‘get worse’. I am willing to guess that most of
you have been told at some point
how bad anti-depressants are.
I tried to tough it out. I
I did what seemed at the time to
didn’t tell anyone how
be the logical thing to do: I tried
bad I was feeling. There
to tough it out. I didn’t tell anyone
were
times that I didn’t
how bad I was feeling. There
leave the house for
for
were times that I didn’t leave the
house for weeks at a time. I
weeks at a time…
wasn’t really eating, so I didn’t
I would hate to wake
need to go anywhere. I gradually
up, because that meant
stopped speaking to my friends. I
I had a whole day to
would get up, stare out the
window for hours, then maybe
get through.
watch some TV, then sleep then
stare out the window some more. Every day seemed to drag on
forever. I would hate to wake up, because that meant I had a
whole day to get through.
Then there were times where I was even worse than that. I
would not be able to drive my car because I was too scared that
I would intentionally crash into something. The best thing to do
was sleep. I would take painkillers and try to sleep. Sleeping is
the easiest way to get through a day without hurting yourself.
But even with all this sleep, I never felt rested. I was always
tired (actually I still am always tired).
I guess this brings up the question on how I had enough money
to survive. I was a student, I was doing 2 classes and I should
have been writing a thesis. This went on for about 18 months.
My thesis was supposed to be due after 12 months but I got an
extension. When my thesis was due, I had not even submitted a
proposal.
Somewhere in there I began seeing a counsellor. This came
about when I was on the floor of our lounge room one day,
shaking uncontrollably. I can’t really remember why or anything
like that. I finally called someone for help. I still refused to take
any medication (although I was still taking pain killers fairly
regularly), but I started to see a counsellor weekly.

Flossie Peitsch.
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Somewhere in that mess, I met someone
etc, so it looks like I have it all together. I
who went to church and led a youth group
look like I am intelligent and energetic and
and became quite curious. I remember
fun and all those things, but I don’t feel any
asking him a few questions about his faith,
of them most of the time.
but I tried really hard not to think about it
Anyone can be suffering and it is really hard
much. I had already decided that God was a
to tell. I wish that I could give you tips on
waste of time and energy. I know I was
noticing in others (and in yourself) when
wasting all my time and energy anyway, but I
things are not quite right, but I am afraid
did not want anything to do with
that everyone copes in different
God or religion at all.
I have learned to ways. However, if you keep your
Lucky for my, God is a bit more
lean on God and close friends close, even when they
persistent than I can compete
are distancing themselves, you might
on my church
with. I went to Church. It was
be able to notice something that
community for
amazing, I can’t remember too
would be ignored by others.
help,
much about it (I really cant
help, which is
The other main thing I wanted to say
remember much of that 2 years
great because
is that it is not weak to seek help. It
at all) but I do remember thinking
leaning on
is actually a really tough thing to do,
that God was talking just to me.
myself
obviously
but if you can admit first to yourself
The bible readings were so
that you need help, and then actually
didn’t work.
relevant to me that week, which
seek it, you are going to be much
made me keep going. That was
better off. It is hard.
over two years ago, and I have barely
missed a week. It took over 12 months
I now have a relationship with God where I
before I decided that I am Christian.
feel I can retreat from the world but God will
Please do not think that I am saying ‘go to
Church, God will fix all your problems’,
because I don’t believe it works like that.
However, I do believe that if it were not for
my relationship with God I would be dead. I
have learned to lean on God and on my
church community for help, which is great
because leaning on myself obviously didn’t
work.

not let me give up, and will not let me give
in. Life is still really hard, and I spend a lot of
time being ‘sad’ for no real reason, but I am
still alive so I still have hope.

I want to end this by saying what motivated
me to write something like this. One in five
Australians suffer from depression. Most
keep it hidden, fearing the social attitudes
towards people with mental illness, but I
have decided that if the social attitude is
Anyway, I finally got up the courage to start
ever going to change people need to be
taking medication, and after 2 failed
willing to put themselves up as examples. I
attempts (it is a bit of trial and error to get a
believe I represent (on the surface) a person
drug the suits you) I am now on daily tablets
who can be looked up to:
that help my to sleep soundly,
Great Job, Great Grades,
wake up with some energy. I
Anyone can be suffering
Great Friends, Community
eat food again and actually
and it is really hard to tell.
Involvement etc. If someone
enjoy it, which is new for me. I
who has all of these
have always hated eating.
‘leadership’ characteristics also has a
I think one of the things I wanted to get
mental illness, maybe having this illness is
across with this is that depression can
not as ‘bad’ as we are led to believe. Maybe
affect anyone. From an outsiders
these people can be a part of society
perspective I have a ‘great life’. At the
without the stigma of being Crazy.
moment I have a good job that I like and
Meagan Palmer is studying at the University
that pays well. I am doing a Masters. I help
of Wollongong.
to lead a Youth Group with the church, etc
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ETHICS, PLACE & MYTHOLOGY
Mythology is usually defined as false belief
and contrasted against scientific truth.
However, this dismissive view does not
explain the role of myth in establishing
people’s identity. Alfred North Whitehead,
pointed to a deeper understanding of myth
when he said that the art of free society
consists in maintaining and revising the
symbolic code to satisfy an enlightened
reason. By this he meant that philosophy
should apply logic to understand our myths
in order to deepen our freedom. This
definition of myth as the symbolic
code we live by has potential to
transform Christianity to enable us to
ground our ethics in the spirit of place.
In June 2005 I attended the fourth
International Festival of Philosophy,
Science and Theology at the Anglican
Cathedral in Grafton NSW. The aim of
the Festival was to provide for free
discussion of different ways of thinking in
order to work towards an inclusive
Christian faith. This event signalled how
modern spirituality is searching for new
myths that will be more in tune with the
places where people live.

deconstructed in terms of their attitudes to
ethics and place.
Every person inhabits mythic paradigms
such
as
conservatism,
liberalism,
radicalism,
science,
Christian
fundamentalism,
popular
television,
ecology, or Islam, and constructs values
from within their worldview. The result is
often a partisan outlook, with people
believing their own myth is true and good
while opposing myths are wrong and bad.
People can find it hard to see the good
in other myths. For example, scientists
and religious fundamentalists tend to
lack respect for each other’s beliefs.
Some scientists don’t see any value in
the social and ethical role of religion,
while some religious people are
fearful that empirical study of
evolution and sexuality does not
properly understand the basis of
traditional values.
Science has its mythic dimension.
The observation that the earth goes
around the sun has a mythic
function for science in supporting
the idea that empirical objectivity is

Modern
the only source of truth. The
Australia has an amazing mix of
scientific
view of truth contrasts
clashing
worldviews.
So-called
spirituality is
with the ordinary ‘flat earth’ human
‘Aussies’ disagree with Muslim
searching for
Australians, advocates of Aboriginal
outlook, which uses the apparent
new myths
movement of the sun to
reconciliation often question colonial
that will be
understand direction and time pride, and some supporters of Jesus
Christ dislike the Christmas Santa cult.
more in tune from sunrise in the east to sunset
in the west. For the everyday
One way to analyse these social
with the
human perspective it seems true
dynamics is in terms of competing
places where
mythologies. The psychologist Rollo
that the sun goes around the
people live.
earth: our planet looks to be the
May provides an entry point to such
centre of our universe, grounding
discussion by defining myth as the
our local sense of place. This geocentric
stories which give meaning to people’s lives.
view is the basis of our clock, our calendar
Using this broad definition, myth can’t
and our compass. Science sees this human
simply be contrasted to truth as something
outlook as an illusion rather than a coherent
to be ‘busted’. The stories we live by support
source of meaning and truth. However, the
our perception of reality and have a truth for
‘placeless’ view of truth in science has its
us. ‘Busting’ Santa is not going to lead to his
own problems, especially when it claims
disappearance, but competing views always
that the only valid ethics are those that are
have differing myths that can be
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based in science, thereby discounting the
wisdom of pre-scientific culture.

resonates
with
popular
spirituality.
Australia’s mass culture seeks much of its
meaning in media and sport, but Tacey
We seem to be seeing a rebalancing
observes widespread dissatisfaction with
between science and religion, as people
the shallow vision of secular society and
look to both to find values to live by. This is
with
the way secular opinion seeks to
an example of how, over time, myths adapt
repress
religion. Secularity claims that
to realities of place as the idea of truth is
religion
conflicts
with reason, but spirit
contested. The Larousse Encyclopaedia of
continually
returns in
Mythology explains how this
archetypal myth because
Beautiful [cathedral] pictures
happened in the ancient
it speaks to people’s
seemed to deny the sacred in
world, when gods of
hearts with an elemental
conquerors
initially
the surrounding nature while
force that gives meaning
appeared all-powerful in
enclosing God in a building
and purpose to life.
myths of the time of
triumph, but the old gods of
subjugated people re-emerged later in a
new subordinate role reflecting the social
relations between the contesting cultures.

The Philosophy, Science
and Theology Festival in Grafton pointed to
the evolving archetypes in Australian
culture. The mythic clash that struck me
most vividly was the incongruity between the
In his introduction to the Larousse
diverse ideas discussed at the festival and
Encyclopaedia, Robert Graves says a
the stunningly beautiful stained
function of myths is to justify an existing
glass windows of the cathedral.
social system. For example, diverse
Windows such as Christ on
tribal gods were often absorbed by
the cross and St George
unifying imperial gods, which took
slaying
the
dragon
over their rituals and supposed
proclaimed
the
exclusive
powers. In the myths of ancient
Christian message that was
Egypt, the sun god Ra was
preached
to
Grafton’s
challenged by the feminine goddess
settler society. However,
Isis, mirroring the contests between
these
beautiful
pictures
city rulers vying for federal power.
seemed to deny the sacred in
Modern science seems to face similar
the surrounding nature while
The issue here
mythic challenges to its justification for
enclosing God in a building.
is not for the
secular western culture.
The cathedral is a central
church to
Psychologist Carl Jung explained how
monument to what people
swing rapidly
myths appear in popular culture and
consider sacred, yet it is highly
resonate with the public mind through
exclusive in the images it
to adopt
what he called archetypes. An example
contains. The absence of images
passing fads or
of such a mythic archetype is the
from Aboriginal mythology, or
lose its gospel
iconic mercy of Christ. Jung suggested
other sources of meaning such
core, but to
that people often repress archetypal
as Buddhism, Islam, or Hinduism,
thoughts
through
defence
sends a restricted message
evolve in
mechanisms that operate outside
about the nature of divinity. The
theological
awareness, but the repressed material
issue here is not for the church to
worldview.
swing rapidly to adopt passing
will always return, often in mythic form,
fads or lose its gospel core, but to
if it reflects an underlying reality. The
evolve in theological worldview. Grafton’s
Australian theologian David Tacey uses
church icons show how the old Christian
Jung’s ideas to suggest Australia’s
myths received a culturally specific
archetypes are changing as the narrow
interpretation in colonial Australia. However,
religion of colonial times no longer
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these images no longer speak with the
symbolic power they once did. The old
evangelicalism resonates less and less with
contemporary views, and will face a real
struggle for relevance until it adapts. The
return of repressed mythology in this case
involves acceptance of the existence of
sanctity outside the church.

could be given to white settlers. Accepting
the historical truths of the destruction of
Aboriginal society remains difficult for
Australians who want to focus on national
pride rather than national guilt in
constructing their mythologies of political
identity. The ‘pride myth’ dismisses
dreamtime stories as primitive, but this
rejection of Aboriginal vision fails to engage
with the indigenous ethics of spirituality of
place.

It is interesting to compare Christian icons
with the stories told by indigenous
Australians. Aboriginal stories of the rainbow
snake have a spirituality of place that
Indigenous feeling for land is at the opposite
recognises the sacred resonance in the
end of the political spectrum to racist
earth. The Dreamtime stories tell of giant
attitudes of superiority and domination. The
creatures that looked like animals or plants
old myths have much to teach, despite the
or insects but behaved like
political and theological challenges
How [can] a
of finding a balance between
humans.
The
greatest
was
reverence for place and the
Rainbow Snake, who with the
spiritual affinity
of
modernity.
movement of his huge multiwith the earth… demands
Underpinning these challenges is
coloured body across the land
be regained
regained in a
the question of how a spiritual
formed the mountains and rivers.
By lifting his tail he makes way that respects affinity with the earth can be
regained in a way that respects
rainbows. The Bundjalung people,
Christianity,
Christianity, while also critiquing
traditional owners of the Grafton
while also
theology that is alienated from the
area, tell how Rainbow Snake and
critiquing
earth.
Goanna worked together to create
theology that is
the Richmond River and Evans
These ideas about ethics, place
Head.
alienated from
and mythology lead me to suggest

the earth[?]
Christianity should change its
By contrast, the Christian myth of
interpretation of John 14:6, where
the Fall presents an alienation
Jesus said ‘I am the way, the truth and the
between our world and God, allowing
life’. Missionaries have used this line to
Christian societies to view nature as
make people abandon myths which gave
separate from God and permitting economic
them deep meaning and identity. A more
destruction. When colonial explorers
discovered Grafton in the 1820s, the place
ethical approach would be to respect
was a massive cedar forest. It took just
traditions by recognising that wherever
people find the way of truth and life, there
three years to cut down all the big old trees
of Grafton, which were later symbolically
too is Christ, and use this as a starting point
replaced by jacarandas.
for dialogue about the gospels. Such an
outlook might lead the Anglican Church to
The Bundjalung people lived since time
consider inviting Grafton’s Bundjalung
immemorial where Grafton now is, but were
community to paint a mural of Rainbow
swept aside by the colony of New South
Snake inside the cathedral. Would
Wales, which was technologically advanced
Bundjalung people want to do this? What
but spiritually bereft. During my visit to
sort of a debate would this start? Could it
Grafton an Aboriginal elder took a group of
possibly
ground
Grafton’s
Christian
us to see some local historical sites,
spirituality in the spirit of the place?
including the site of the ‘Grafton Gulag’, a
concentration camp until the 1920s where
Robert Tulip is an SCM Friend in Canberra.
Bundjalung people were taken so their land
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SERVE WHERE YOU ARE PLACED
talking about poverty and human
rights made forgetting difficult.
SELF is run biennially by WSCF-AP
‘1.1 billion people worldwide lack access to adequate
designed to train SCM leaders in
drinking water, and 2.4 billion exist without adequate
social activism and recognising the
sanitation.’
root causes of poverty and human
‘300 000 boys and girls are child soldiers, often under the rights abuses, and this year I
age of 10 years.’
represented
I was wondering what I’m
ASCM
at SELF in
It’s Day 4 of the School for Ecumenical
India
in
supposed to do about all this?
Leadership Formation (SELF), and I’m
September.
The
sitting in a session at the SCM house
majority of our time was spent in
in Bangalore, India, the only Westerner in a group of
workshops, analysing the social,
around 15, and growing increasingly uncomfortable at the
political,
religious,
economic,
fact that these statistics somehow do and don’t shock me
environmental
etc
contexts
of our
at the same time. By the end of the session, all I can think
countries
and
our
region.
Although
of is my cushy little home back in Australia, the car, the
most of us were financially secure,
running water, the sickening wealth, and all I want to do is
it became glaringly obvious as time
shun my society and run away to some Developing World
went on that there were some
country where I can hide from my guilt for being a part of
pretty significant differences in the
an oppressive regime (not an entirely constructive
issues some of our countries were
thought!). As question time threatens to wind up, I raise my
facing. Taiwan is suffering from
hand to express my unease.
cultural oppression; women in
‘Look, I was wondering what I’m supposed to do about all India and Bangladesh face a
this? I live in this rich Western country that has some issues
blatantly patriarchal system; the
but not half the issues that most other countries in our Philippines is under the control of
region seem to be facing, and I feel like to make any
a politically repressive government
difference I need to live and work overseas, where the and army; it's illegal to be part of a
people are suffering.’
‘human rights’ group in Myanmar;
The speaker, an Indian bloke sporting a well-trimmed and underneath the difficulties of
war and oppression lies the
goatee, looks me straight in the eye and says, ‘You must
looming presence of the abject
work wherever you are planted. God has placed you there
poverty of millions
for a reason.’
of
people,
in
countries only a few
I remember thinking at
time zones away
the time, ‘Hah! Cop-out
from my peaceful
answer’, and feeling
home in Perth. In
disappointed
and
addition to the
confused, but now I am
workshops ran at
realising that that was
SELF, we also went
one of the most
on a 5 day exposure
powerful
statements
to
visit
slums,
anyone made to me for
children exploited
the entire duration of
as
domestic
School for Ecumenical
workers,
human
Leadership Formation (SELF).
rights organisations and various other
community groups, which was sad and
It's easy to forget how blessed we are in this
inspiring at the same time. It made me realise
country, but spending three weeks with 12
what good can be achieved through the
other delegates from different Asian countries
dedication of a few, even if the good appears
‘The richest 20% of the world own 82.7% of the world’s
wealth, whilst the poorest 20% owns only 1.4%.’
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to make an insignificant impact on statistics. I
think this realisation was also an important
contributor shaping my understanding of my
role back in Australia.

myself) will start to live selflessly and commit
to redistribution, but that we can harness the
structures and cultures that already exist but
shift the end result to
one that benefits the
Coming home to Perth, I've had
global
community.
to do some serious thinking
One of the speakers
about the things I learnt in
at SELF talked about a
India. The question is ‘Well,
shift from ‘economic
now that I know all of this stuff,
globalisation’, where
what am I being called to do
cultures
interact
about it?’ I believe in a
purely for economic
compassionate God who is
benefit, to a ‘peopledeeply concerned for the poor
centred globalisation’,
and oppressed, and although
where the economy
I'm aware that I alone cannot
serves the people rather than the other way
save the world, I don't believe that this is an
round. This of course only works if ‘the people’
excuse for throwing my hands up in the air
decide to make it work. I found this inspiring
and having nothing to do with it. The question
because for me it was a vision, not so much of
became ‘What can I do, where I am placed,
how to change people but to change focus.
with what I have?’
Organisations like the Body Shop fit well into
It dawned on me that as a citizen of Australia,
mainstream culture and harness existing
I am living in one of the wealthiest countries in
structures, yet are committed to acting justly
the world, largely at the expense of the rest of
as an organisation. We as consumers have
the world. Since becoming
the power to support organisations
more aware of social justice
such
as this, and other fair trade
I'm becoming more
issues, I've tried to shun
practices, and to encourage others
aware that living in this who would not normally be
society and pretend that I'm
not a part of our consumerist
society with this much
interested in radical lifestyle
culture, and convince others to
change to make small decisions to
wealth is an enormous
enormous
join me and my ‘hippie’ friends,
spend money and time where it
blessing, because we
largely at the expense of my
would benefit themselves as well
personally have the
credibility. Now, I'm becoming
as others.
more aware that living in this
power to redistribute it I know that I am not selfless and
society with this much wealth
I'm not expecting the people I
and decide where we
is an enormous blessing,
know to become completely
want it to go.
because we personally have
selfless, but I do have hope that by
the power to redistribute it and
living in the place where God has planted me,
decide where we want it to go. This applies
I can make changes to my lifestyle that are
not only to wealth, but to environmental
more global-focused, and that through small
resources and political freedom. I have in the
increments of change in myself and my
last few years done things like dabbling in fair
culture, great things could happen.
trade, trying to educate myself and others
about poverty, and gone to a few rallies etc. I
Sarah Mills (above, centre) is a Uniting Church
think the difference in my attitude now is that
‘volunteer’ preparing NCYC’07 in Perth, while
I'm realising that these ‘small’ things can and
studying music.
do make a difference and are a positive step
towards addressing
inequality.
What's Websites to check out:
more, I have faith in www.fairshareinternational.org ~ ways to make small but significant lifestyle changes.
humanity, not so
much that tomorrow www.fta.org.au ~ Fair Trade International, for lists of local fair trade products.
www.makepovertyhistory.org ~ self explanatory!
everyone (including

www.wearewhatwedo.org.au ~ linked to the book ‘Change the World for Ten Dollars’.
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PHILIPPINES EXPOSURE
Exhausted. Drained. Inspired. Saddened.
On 6 November 2004 the farm workers
Restless. Awed.
erected a picket line outside of HLI’s factory
and went on strike. Ten days later, on 16
These are some of the words that appeared
November, the military violently dispersed
in my journal on completion of the Christian
the strike, killing fourteen (including two
Conference of Asia’s School for Ecumenical
children)
and leaving over two-hundred
Leadership Formation (SELF) in the
wounded.
Since that time, the military has
Philippines in Oct/Nov 2005, which I went to
been
undertaking
a campaign of fear and
through the National Council
oppression
in the villages
of Churches Australia.
I expected to be mentally
neighbouring the picket
I expected to be mentally
stimulated by this program…
line.
Villagers
were
stimulated by this program
threatened with death
I would never have imagined
and to learn from and
and abduction of their
that while we were there a
hopefully contribute to the
children if they were seen
man that we had met…
modules on theology, biblical
to visit the picket line.
studies and socio-political
would be killed.
I felt a bit concerned
analysis that aimed to train
about
our
presence
and was worried that we
youth leaders in the Asian ecumenical
could
have
a
negative
effect on the villagers
movement.
but was assured by the union leaders and
I did not expect, however, to have such an
the families at the picket line that we did not
intensely emotional experience, feeling such
decrease their security because of the
a cross section of emotional highs and lows.
systematic and carefully planned nature of
I would never have imagined that while we
military abuse and also that by hearing their
were there a man that we had met, union
stories and telling them to people in our own
leader Mr. Ricardo Ramos, would be killed
countries we provided much needed morale.
in the village neighbouring the picket line
However, we left the picket line in the
where we were staying on exposure.
middle of the night after Mr. Ramos was
We met Mr. Ramos briefly on our way to stay
killed, and retreated to Angeles. The next
with the striking farm workers who worked
day, on the bus back to
under Hacienda
Manila a few hours after
Luisita
leaving
Angeles,
we
Incorporated
received a text message
(HLI). In 2004,
that three more people
these
farm
had been killed in
workers
were
Angeles. At this point I
being
paid
really began to feel the
roughly
P10
emotional gravity of the
(A25c) a week,
situation. I was sobbing,
hardly sufficient
wondering with the others
for a kilo of rice,
if it was the woman who
which costs P18.
was our guide who had
Furthermore this
been killed (it wasn’t, it
corporation had
Hacienda Luisita workers
was a human rights
retrenched
worker and two of his friends who were
hundreds of farm workers and union leaders
killed jogging in broad daylight). It felt as
and continued to refuse to return the land to
though this universe made no sense and
the farm workers (which the corporation had
that we were in some kind of twilight zone
legally promised to return in 1967).
with tragedy following us from place to
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place. Whilst we were informed that these
Furthermore, the NCCP and SCMP are key
attacks had been planned long in advance,
players in an empancipatory understanding
it still felt strange to be in the areas near the
of ecumenism. One Sri Lankan Anglican
time of these killings. It turned out this was
priest who spoke during the program, Fr
the beginning of a new spate of attacks
Adrian, expressed his dream of an Asian
across the Philippines.
ecumenical movement that challenges the
Eurocentric focus of the World Council of
Whilst I felt such shock and sadness at all
Churches. He spoke of how irrelevant
these circumstances, I had to remember
matters
of
doctrinal
that this oppression is
difference and worship are
something that members
in the face of systematic
of
the
ecumenical
oppression
and
movement
in
the
widespread
suffering
in
Philippines have to live
the
majority
world.
with on a daily basis.
Instead, the ecumenical
Our
SELF
program
movement should be a
therefore was deeply
source of liberation that
affected by this context.
addresses the needs of
Discussion about the
the majority world. In the
ecumenical movement took on new
NCCP and SCMP I witnessed leaders of an
meaning as we heard that the National
Asian ecumenical movement that has at its
Council of Churches Philippines (NCCP) have
basis the struggle for the emancipation of
been named on the military’s website as a
the oppressed.
potential enemy organisation. In addition,
The farm workers of Hacienda Luisita won a
one SCMer told me how the military had
major victory against the HL corporation in
given presentations to parents in some
December 2005. Whilst they are still
townships that included warnings about the
fighting for their land, the corporation has
danger of SCM. SCMers or
agreed to retroactively increase wages
SCM friends have been
How irrelevant
from 1 July 2004, reinstate retrenched
detained, beaten and
matters of doctrinal
workers and permit farming of the
even killed by military
difference
and
surrounding land. This victory was
forces sanctioned by the
achieved
because
of
the
worship
are
in
the
government.
determination and strength of the
face of systematic
Despite,
or
perhaps
farm workers. One of their key allies in
because
of,
the
oppression and
this process was the NCCP, where the
systematic oppression of
widespread suffering
final stages of the negotiation were
any dissenting voices in
carried out.
in
the
majority
world.
orld.
w
the
Philippines,
the
Whilst there is so much more that I
activist culture there is
want
to say about the SELF program, the
one of the strongest that I have witnessed.
experiences
during the exposure and the
The SCMP and NCCP appear to be at the
strength of the ecumenical movement in the
forefront of this resistance, proclaiming, at
Philippines in its fight for justice are the
the expense of their own personal security,
main impressions that powerfully affected
that the gospels are not easy, gentle stories
me.
that ease the suffering of mankind with
If you would like to discuss any further aspects
some kind of eternal promise. Rather they
about the SELF or about the human rights
state that the gospels are fundamentally
situation in the Philippines, please email me at
emancipatory texts that have the capacity to
glasstruism.at.yahoo.com
destablise and even shatter the violence of
economic, social, political and personal
Annabel Dulhunty (above right, with
oppression.
Hacienda Luisita workers) lives in Sydney.
.
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NEWS FROM THE MOVEMENT
NSW

Victoria

The NSW Area Council caught up with
Michael Wallace, the General Secretary of
the World Student Christian Federation
when he visited Sydney in November. It was
great to hear the news from the Inter
Regional Office and remind ourselves of our
place in the world wide fellowship. We also
lucky met Kinga, an SCMer from Europe who
is in Australia on a working holiday.

Although there have not been regular SCM
gatherings in recent months in Victoria, a
bunch of SCMers gathered informally in
October with Anglican priest John Baldock
from Flemington to discuss options for
chaplaincy and SCM at Melbourne Uni in
2006. This was followed in November by the
Victorian Council of Churches hosting an
evening to brainstorm ideas for SCM on
campus at Melbourne University, RMIT and
La Trobe (Bundoora), with some exciting
possibilities put forward by Robert Whalley,
chaplain at RMIT and La Trobe. And of
course, dahl nights continue…

Sydney SCMer Annabel Dulhunty shared her
recent experiences in the Phillipines and
since her return has been looking for
connections with people working in
Phillipines Human Rights advocacy in
Australia.

Queensland
A small fortnightly discussion group has
been meeting, largely held together by
Georgia Cassidy. 250 SCM promotional
postcards were sent to graduating year
twelves. Area Council is looking to employ a
part-time staff worker in 2006.

WA
The largely post-graduate group at UWA
organised two guest speakers in second
semester, with both talks well attended by
non-SCMers. The first was Stacie Chappell
of UWA’s Graduate School of Management
discussing
spirituality
and
spiritual
intelligence. The second was visiting Israeli
woman Efrat Wolfson, speaking about her
work with ‘Windows’, a joint PalestinianIsraeli organisation promoting peace and
understanding between children of different
backgrounds in Israel and the Palestinian
territories. Attendance remained small at
off-campus events including Shared Space
discussion nights and the World Student
Day of Prayer worship service. Clare Schulz
began work as WA SCM development
worker in January.
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ACT
Staff worker Mark Beresford, who was on
paternity leave during second semester, is
leaving Canberra in 2006. ACT Area Council
are currently advertising for a new staff
worker for 2006. Meanwhile, volunteer-led
on-campus gatherings at ANU have
continued. Anastasia Dalziell coordinated an
SCM presence in October at an interfaith
lunchtime event at ANU, intended to publicly
demonstrate unity and mutual respect.This
event was very successful, especially in
building links with the Baha'i and Jewish
students on campus, who ACT SCM hopes
to do other events with in 2006. Area
Council also organised a well-attended end
of year BBQ for Friends and students.

WSCF
Philippines: WSCF AP’s current Human
Rights Coordinator, Bayani Alonzo, was
arrested in the Philippines in November
along with four other youth activists while
visiting a sick friend at the Manila Central
University. Bayani his friends were released
the following day after SCMP sought legal
assistance from human rights lawyers, as
there was no substance to their charges.
InterInter-regional Office: The annual IRO
leadership program launched in the
Philippines last year is scheduled to take
place this year in Africa in August

Summer 2006
Asia Pacific Region: Biennial regional
meetings will be held in either Sri Lanka or
Bangladesh in early July. Please contact
Bronwyn Crowe if you would like to have
input into Australia’s representation at
these meetings.
A number of regional events are coming up
in 2006 that ASCM may send delegates to,
including a Human Rights Workshop in the
Philippines in October on the topic of
‘Poverty and Conflict’, and Student
Empowerment of Transformation Program
(SET) in Thailand in November on the theme
of the Impact of GATS in Higher Education.
Three internship opportunities are also

Students & friends
About ten SCM friends met in the Botanic
Gardens in Melbourne in September for the
half-yearly reunion, organised by Jim Martin.
For information about the next Friends
reunion in Melbourne, to be held on 4
March, call Jim on 03 9836 1431.
Margot Clifford and Lachlan Irvine (formerly
of Perth, now in Canberra) welcomed son
Jamie Clifford Irvine on Tuesday 13
September 2005. He weighed 3.65kg (8.1
pounds) and was 52cm from head to toe.
Edwina Hunter and John Biswas (Newcastle
NSW, and Bangladesh, now Birmingham UK)
welcomed baby Jude on 13 October.
Kerensa McElroy
recently moved
with her partner
to
Switzerland,
after many years
involvement with
Vic SCM.

upcoming: WSCF AP Human Rights
Internship Program 2006 (3 months),
Women’s Internship Program (3 months)
and Timor Leste Movement Building
Internship (one year). A student volunteer
placement is also available in Korea
teaching English and community organising
work with migrant workers. Applications for
all these placements close by April, so if you
are interested
please contact
Bronwyn
for
details.

Dirk
Grützmacher
Grützmacher
(Former ASCM
National
Secretary and
member
of
SCM Germany Frank Engel being
th
in the 1990s) visited on his 94
birthday by Charles
married
Charlotte Löhr Birch
(pic: Peter Farleigh).
Farleigh
in August. Dirk
has also been a
staff worker for SCM UK and a worker with
the Iona Movement.
Rachael Anderson,
Anderson ASCM’s outstanding
secretary for national meetings, married
Elijah (Eli) Marshall in Hobart on 21 January
(pic below left)
We note with sadness the passing of ASCM
Friends Dr Joy Parnaby (nee Mills),
Mills Mary Fox,
Fox
Michael Thwaites, Fely Carino, Peter
Musgrove and Moira Walker (nee Brien).
Brien

Please send snippets of news that you would like to share relating to
yourself, your branch, or other SCMers to jged.at.ascm.org.au

Moira Walker was
a member of the SCM branch at Wagga
Wagga Teacher’s College when she met her
husband Peter, of Melbourne Uni, at an ASCM
national conference at in the 1940s. She died
5 January.

Dr. Feliciano (Feli) Carino of the Philippines
died in Hong Kong on 17 November. He was
formerly WSCF General Secretary and head of
the Christian Conference of Asia, a leader of
the ecumenical movement in Asia. Feli and
his wife Theresa, an activist in Singapore in
the 1960s, are well-known to many SCMers.
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Peter Musgrove was ordained in 1950. He first
served in Ghana (1948-52) and Zambia (195360). He then moved to West Australia,
transferring to the ministry of the Methodist
Church of Australasia. Peter served as Director of
the WA Methodist Youth Department until 1963
when he became the General Secretary of the

ASCM until 1969. For the following eight years,
Peter was "Priorities Secretary" of the WSCF in
Geneva. Upon his return to Australia in 1974 he
became the Minister of the Box Hill Methodist
then Uniting Church until his retirement in 1978.
Peter died on 28 November, aged 83, after a
long illness.

Dr Joy Enid Parnaby grew up in North Caulfield in
the 1920s and was tremendously academically
successful, completing her BA (Hon) at
Melbourne Uni at the age of 19. Her Masters
research into Charles Gavan Duffy, former
Premier of Victoria, was a pioneering study,
marked Joy as the first historian to make detailed
use of the Parliamentary Papers and Hansard
Records at the Victorian State Library, and in
1943 won her the inaugural Ernest Scott prize for
Australian history research. She and her historian
husband Owen were active in the ASCM in
Victoria during this time and remained life-long
supporters of the Movement.

Margaret at the time. In 1966 the family returned
to Melbourne where Owen was appointed Master
of Queens College at Melbourne Uni, and Joy
took up a teaching position in the same
university’s history department. She also joined
the board of Methodist Ladies College in Kew,
where she had been a student as a child, and
went on to serve in that capacity for 25 years.

From 1950 to 1953, Joy and Owen both studied
for PhDs at Oxford, after which they moved to
Aukland, where Owen was offered a teaching
position. Joy was primarily raising their daughter

Joy was maintained interests in poetry, books,
cinema, music, gardening and dressmaking, and
in Aukland designed the house she lived in. Her
Methodist faith was at the core of her character.
Joy was highly regarded within her profession and
as a caring, and loyal friend. She is remembered
as a woman of great integrity, able to present a
balanced and good-humoured stance without
compromising her beliefs. Joy died 7 October,
aged 88.

Mary Fox was heavily involved in both ASCM
and the YWCA, and worked to bring the
interests of the two groups together. Mary was
one of the most remarkable Australian women
leaders of the mid-20th century. She worked
closely in ecumenical planning among youth.
Mary, with Nan Brown (who married “Perdix”
Partridge and went to work with him in what is
now Zimbabwe) was a delegate to the 1939
(Christus Victor) first world conference of
Christian youth in Amsterdam, shortly before
World War II. There she directly encountered
John R Mott, the crucial founder figure of the
ASCM. She reported on the Amsterdam
meeting in many parts of Australia and was
influenced by her exposure to pioneering
European church leaders and theologians on
both sides of the conflict. In Melbourne, when
working for the YWCA, she kept close contact
with the ASCM; she and Margaret Holmes
stood out in largely male company, sharing a
vision of what the ecumenical movement was
really all about. Mary was co-chair of the first
Australian Conference of Christian Youth at
Frensham, Mittagong, NSW, in 1950, when

the theme was Australia’s responsibility
toward Asia and the keynote speaker was
Daniel Thambyrajah Niles of Sri Lanka. She
and D.T Niles were instrumental in shaping up
the Australian delegation to the world
conference of Christian youth at Kottayam in
South India in the early 1950s. Mary was a
leading force in bringing the YWCA, the YMCA
and the ASCM together to help form the ACYC,
the Australian Christian Youth Commission.
Her wise counsel particularly deepened
ASCM’s ecumenical insight. Mary’s later work
in Darwin and the Northwest underlined her
sense of mission to less highlighted
communities. In 1963 she was the founding
General Secretary of YWCA in Port Moresby,
and did a fine job in this difficult role. Male
dominance was no problem to Mary; for her it
was never allowed to exist. She understood
intuitively that the Church is substantially the
laity. She could stand up to contradict
moderators, church presidents and bishops,
without being intimidated. She believed in a
Church without walls – and said so,
memorably. Mary died on 28 October.
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Michael Thwaites AO died in Canberra at the
age of 90 on 1 November. Michael was born
in Brisbane, but moved to Victoria as a child.
In 1937 he won a Rhodes scholarship to
study English Literature at Oxford,
specialising in poetry. In 1939 he married
fellow Victorian Honor Good. Michael’s
studies were broken by World War Two,
where he served with the Royal Navy
Volunteer Reserve. After the war he
returned to Oxford, where he was awarded a
number of prestigious poetry awards,
including becoming the only Australian yet
to have won Oxford’s Newdigate Prize.
Upon return to Melbourne, while lecturing in
English at Melbourne Uni and writing a regular
poetry column ‘Poetry Notebook’ for The Age,
Michael was invited to work for ASIO. He was
employed in counterespionage from 1950 to
.

1970, and was notably involved as the ASIO
officer supervising the 1954 defection of Vladimir
Petrov, head of Soviet Intelligence in Australia,
and his wife Evdokia.
After leaving ASIO to become assistant
parliamentary librarian in Canberra in 1971,
Michael’s ongoing poetry writing flourished, and
his well-known anthology Honey Man was
published. In 2004, he published a life-long
anthology, Unfinished Journey.
Michael’s life and work were inspired by his
strong Christian faith. Two of his songs are in the
Australian hymnbook Together in Song (672 &
695), one of which is a hymn to Australia and the
other a funeral song. He was a long-time
supporter of ASCM and in more recent years
attended Canberra Friends gatherings. Michael is
survived by four children and nine grandchildren.

Input from: Jim Martin, John Garrett, Ruth Lechte, Helen Hill, Owen Parnaby;
Michael Thwaites notes based on an obituary in The Age, 5 Nov 2005, by John Farquharson.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Roland Marsden [JG Spring 05] asked what
makes Christianity special. I will start by
saying that I am, like many Christians, largely
unaware of other religions, so my commitment
to my Christian faith is based in a deep
steeping in it from childhood on in my family,
friends and church. I have not been in a
position to stand outside my faith and
objectively compare it to the major world
religions, but I am as comfortable in this as I
am in that I do not know all the other women
in the world, or even my community, but I still
love my wife above them all. Both of these
religious and marital commitments work for
me in fulfilling strong needs.
Being, thus, happily 'trapped' in faith in Jesus
Christ, I could still conceivably undergo a
change in religious conviction, just as I could
decide to leave my marriage. Roland may
have done just this with his religion.
Ironies and contradictions that I am aware of
arising out of inconsistencies in the Bible and
the practices and doctrines of the churches,
include:
 anthropologies and cosmologies which are
primitive and well and truly superceded;

 inconsistencies in the gospel accounts of
Jesus' life and teaching;
 some myths which are hard to accept or
positively unhelpful;
 some strange and inconsistent miracles;
 contradictory Christologies among the
Epistle and other Church writers.
However, the power of Jesus' teaching, the
incredible effect he had on those he met,
especially the questionable bunch of his
apostles, and the honesty of his death and
resurrection accounts outweigh that list.
In addition, I personally experience God acting
through my conscience and changing my
behaviour. I also experience the Holy Spirit in
a powerful way through the Church, in spite of
all the social and tribal stuff.
The outsider may scratch his head at this, just
as he may wonder how my marriage survives
objective scrutiny.
I can only testify that faith (and marriage)
work in honesty and commitment.
Barrie Baker is a senior friend and member of
WA Area Council.
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‘For Christianity to have some claim or
something that is lived.
lived I would never
relevancy today, there has to be something it
presume to pass judgment on a religion that I
does special that the other
did not live, as I would not wish to judge the
religious/philosophical options don’t.’
worth of marriage relationships that I am not
part of.
I rolled my eyes as I read this line in Roland
Marsden’s ‘article in Spring 05 JG. Why is it an
What matters to me about Christianity are two
assumption that for a religion or philosophy to
main things.
have value, it has to have something that no
First, I believe I can affirm the central
other religion or philosophy has? Would we
teachings of Christianity – that love matters,
say the same thing about a marriage, or loving
that it sustains life, and that it belongs at the
relationship?
heart of our beings - and as I live those
Every relationship is different, if you
teachings out in my life, I can bring
I believe I can
accept that every person is unique
wholeness and healing to myself,
affirm the
and each relationship is, in part,
others, and community. I do not
central
defined by the persons involved in it.
believe that Christian community per
The same applies to a religion or
se is necessarily any more healthy, or
teachings of
philosophy: it is in the people who
life-giving, than any other community
Christianity –
identify as Christian that the
but I have seen Christian people live
that love
uniqueness of Christianity is found,
out their faith in a ways that enrich
matters, that it community, and I believe I can do the
rather than in abstract argument. All
religions may be the same, perhaps,
same.
sustains life,
in that they all represent a searching
Second, it matters that Christianity is
and that it
for meaning, but all are different, in
mine, a part of my identity. I have
belongs at the
that this search is undertaken in
grown up with and come to love the
different ways.
heart of our
stories of Christianity – the good
In my experience, love is at the heart
Samaritan, the Syrophonecian woman,
beings
of healthy relationship. When I love
David and Goliath, and so on. These
and am able to be loved, then the relationship
are part of my story. I am not Christian simply
tends to be one that I cherish. By love I mean
because my parents are, but I acknowledge
a willingness to be vulnerable, to share when
that my parents have shaped me, by bringing
it would be easier to close up, and to give of
me up in the context of Christian community. I
myself not because of what I get back, but
was lucky enough to find love in that
because giving matters.
community, and at some point acknowledged
for myself that those stories mattered; that I,
It has been my experience that I know
too, wanted to share the Christian journey for
instinctively when I am in a loving relationship,
myself.
Christianity is special to me because it
For example, I have always known that my
is
a
part
of who I am and have chosen to be.
Dad loved me. Why? For so many reasons –
the time he found to teach me to catch a
In closing, and with respect, while Roland may
Frisbee and throw a baseball, the way he
be right when he says ‘our parents and
understood who I was and am, that I would
forbears have believed some pretty screwy
never be a princess and always be a soccer
and sometimes downright offensive things if
player, the way that if something really
you look back at it, which we are free to
mattered to me he would do all he could to
disregard now because we have had time to
make sure it happened. Our relationship is not
think critically about them’, I think to that
without frustration, but that doesn’t matter,
believe a religion has value only if it has
because underlying everything is a love that is
something no other religion or philosophy has
real. Even if I can’t prove that love is real, I
is itself a pretty screwy idea. What doesn’t
have never needed to prove it to feel its worth.
seem screwy to me is to believe that love
matters, and ought to be at the heart of all we
Similarly, it doesn’t matter to me whether I
do and all we are. That’s why I’m Christian.
can prove that Christianity is unique. I have no
idea how this would be judged, because a
Tiffany Winn recently completed her PhD and
religion is not just an abstract theory but
lives in Adelaide.
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Greetings editor,

actions against the Edinburgh meeting.
Typically these protests were represented by
A fine JG that last one. I have one quibble
the media in one of two ways. They were
though: the article about the G8. I believe that
either the work of mentalists with a sadistic
the perspective from which this article was
enjoyment of rioting or, more subtly, as events
written was fundamentally flawed because it
designed to change the minds, or affect the
focused entirely on perceived
thinking, of the leaders in
OUTCOMES from the meeting of
The leaders
leaders expressed
Gleneagles Hotel.
the G8 heads of state.
extremely admirable
Both of these representations
Typically in the wake of such a
sentiments and gave
were fallacious in my opinion.
meeting the media focuses on
There were certainly a bevy of
very
worthy
statements of the leaders
bloated pop stars who purported
concerning matters such as
statements of
to affect the thinking of the G8
poverty (esp. debt cancellation,
intention; all of this
leaders through rock 'n' roll; there
trade rules and aid) and the
were also a number of NGOs who,
was however entirely
environment. At the Edinburgh
with the best of intentions,
meaningless
meeting the leaders also made
adopted a lobbying approach
statements concerning terrorism
(foremost
amongst
these,
quite
and other such issues. In all of these areas
controversially, was OXFAM).
the leaders expressed extremely admirable
sentiments and gave very worthy statements
However there were a significant number of
of intention; all of this was however entirely
people who adopted a third approach of plain
meaningless.
opposition to the workings of these G8
meetings. We didn't want to change the minds
In the three areas I have mentioned - poverty,
of these eight men; we wanted them to leave.
the environment and terrorism - the G8
As long as these meetings are allowed to
leaders represent the prime offenders. They
window dress the horrors that the current
drive world poverty by maintaining a
global system perpetuates then ordinary
stranglehold on the world's economic
decent people will be hoodwinked into
resources; their use of these resources drives
allowing it to carry on. We wanted to 'speak
most of the significant environmental damage
truth to power,' to present the current political
on the planet; their military activities, whether
situation as it really is, with blood on its hands
repackaged as war or not, represent the most
and the cries of hungry children in its ears.
vicious form of terrorism that humanity has to
face.
Perhaps
it
is
As
long
as
these
meetings
are
allowed
to
impractical but we
It is a triumph of
window dress the horrors that the current believe that by doing
public relations on an
this we can rouse
Orwellian scale that
global system perpetuates then ordinary
ordinary
people
to
make
we can look to the G8
decent people will be hoodwinked into
changes. Not the eight
for a solution to the
men, as they are
allowing it to carry on.
world's problems. It is
probably unrouseable,
comparable, and I don't say this lightly, to the
but the people back in the eight countries and
world looking to the high command of the
elsewhere around the world who can work for
Third Reich for a solution to Auschwitz.
something different to what we have now. This
Though the G8 nations have the power to halt
is where the REAL outcomes from the G8
much of the worst ills on this planet (for they
meeting can be found: in the discussions and
are the ones perpetuating them) they are
plans and activities of the people outside the
unlikely ever to do so unless we compel them.
gates of the Gleneagles Hotel, and in the
Which leads me naturally to comment on how
hearts of people all over the world who saw
I believe dissent has worked with regard to
through the charade and who committed
the G8 meetings, and where I believe REAL
themselves to doing something about it.
outcomes can be found. I had the good
Nick Gill (roaming Australia)
fortune to participate in the protests and
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Marion Maddox was very kind to reply in
corrupt and incoherent. Left wing critiques of
Spring JG to my review of her book God Under
market approaches often rely on dubious
Howard [Winter JG]. I hope this discussion can
rhetoric while rejecting rigorous analysis. Just
help open some useful debate for
because some right wing policies are
Free trade
SCM, especially regarding economic
stupid is no excuse to throw out the
theory and concern for the poor.
would improve baby (market economics) with the
bathwater (racism, militarism, etc).
Marion notes the shift in some of my
social justice
views from left to right since University
In her reply, Marion asked my
for poor
days. She expresses doubt about the
opinion of an article by Christian Aid2
farmers
and
morality of neo-liberal economics and
on free trade. I found the article
about the status of the parable of the
disturbingly sloppy, hitting emotional
factory
talents in light of Jesus’ concern for
buttons of the anti-globalisation
workers in
the poor. I find these issues
movement but failing to offer any
developing
interesting for my work with AusAID,
productive policy. Critiques of this
countries
article3 point out that Christian Aid’s
which is entirely motivated by concern
false equation of EU dumping in
about poverty. The parable of the
Africa with free trade is especially misleading.
talents seems to me to look at social justice in
My opinion is that free trade would improve
terms of sustainable results – suggesting that
social justice for poor farmers and factory
productive investment and a dynamic
workers in developing countries, and that
economy provide wealth that benefits the
NGOs like Christian Aid should get off their
poor.
ideological hobbyhorse. A new World Bank
My work has introduced me to policy debates
study, Poverty and the WTO, published
about tradeoffs between different values,
December 2005, gives much more sensible
such as between equality and productivity. For
analysis.
example, China’s booming inequality delivers
I note the WSCF is also campaigning against
vastly better results than the equal poverty of
free trade. I believe WSCF should be ashamed
cultural revolution days under Mao. Marion
of this stance, as the World Trade
criticises New Zealand’s experience with
Organisation is one of the few institutions in
‘Rogernomics’, but many argue things would
the world that could actually help the poor.
be worse without the Douglas reforms.1
The most important reform agenda in the
Robert Tulip (Canberra)
world today, as I see it, is away from socialism
and towards market solutions. This is not a
Do you have a comment to make about anything
partisan endorsement of conservative politics,
you have read in Jubilee Grapevine? We would love
but recognition of economic reality, and of the
to hear from you! Please address letters to
fact that much thinking underlying socialism is
jged.at.ascm.org.au or The JG Editor, 128
Westminster Street, East
1 eg http://www.rogerdouglas.org.nz/peler1.htm
Vic Park WA 6101.
2 Christian Aid: The economics of failure: The real cost of ‘free’ trade
3 Critiques: http://www.wto.org/english/news_e/pres00_e/pr181_e.htm
Letters are printed at the
editor’s discretion and
http://www.adamsmith.org/blog/index.php/blog/individual/the_politics_of_poverty/
may be edited for length
http://www.stephenpollard.net/001794.html
or clarity.
http://www.global-growth.org/bonosmanifesto.pdf
http://www.thebusinessonline.com (Christian Aid can damage your wealth)

Jubilee Grapevine
In the year of Jubilee, the grapevines will grow wild and the land will rest and rejuvenate. The
slaves will be freed, the poor will be returned to their land, and everyone will have enough.
Jesus announced himself sent to proclaim good news to the afflicted, sight for the blind,
freedom for captives and a year of favour – a Jubilee – from the Lord, and declared: I am the
vine; you are the branches.
(Leviticus 25, Luke 4:16-30, John 15:1-17)
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FROM THE EDITOR
This picture (below) is possibly the first
photo I ever took, mastering an old, heavy
SLR camera to capture two sisters and my
Mum against the skyline. I dug it out when I
was thinking about visual images
associated with ‘Place’ for this issue of JG,
because it has a triumphant ‘here I am!’ness about it that expresses the sweet, rare,
satisfied sense of being exactly where I want
to be at a given moment.
My memory of the photo is of a family
holiday to Wardaga Rock, a remote granite
outcrop in dry station country northwest of
Perth. As I held the photo I could almost
smell the dust and see behind me the flat
red land stretching out to a far horizon,
broken with scruffy trees, the windmill near
our tent site, and late patches of fading
paper flowers.
When I turned the picture over, however, I
discovered from the caption that I have the
location completely wrong. This is Mount
Chudalup, near Windy Harbour in WA’s
southwest. It is an area of high rainfall,
green summers, and tall forests thinning to
meet a turquoise ocean that crashes onto
clean white beaches. My tactile experience
of the image, it turns out, was completely
misplaced.
I can conceptualise who I am and where I
belong in ways that similarly reconstruct the
context of my experiences. I love it when I
can throw my arms in the air (usually
metaphorically!) and cry ‘here I am!’; ‘this is
my place!’; ‘this is me!’; but then I discover
that my view of this place or person does

not line up with the views, experiences or
memories of others. My identity as an
Australian and my love for this land that has
formed me is a deeply rooted part of who I
am and how I relate to the world, but at
times what is presented as ‘Australian’
alienates me rather than calls to me of
home. Fear-based cultures supporting war,
aspirational assumptions, and the blatant
racism that violently exploded its glossed
confines late last year, are all instances
where my sense of belonging in ‘my’ country
has been challenged. At a glance we are all
standing on the same ‘rock’, this thing
called ‘Australian’, but what this rock means
or where it is in the world depends on how
we look around ourselves.
The way I understand my place with God is
equally contested. The rock I want to be
found standing on is Christ: humble,
compassionate, just, loving. If I look only in
one direction, perhaps through a heavy lens
balanced precariously in a child’s hands, my
place in God will be limited by my
experience: silhouettes of family from old
memories. To really know where I am
placed, in God, in our world, within myself, I
need to look away from just my personal
experience, as important as that is. What do
I see if I look in other directions: to the
margins; to the horizon I need to dream
beyond; to people who I disagree with; to
places I don’t feel comfortable? I need to
practice integrating an ever-changing
context into my understanding of my place.
Clare Schulz
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The next edition of Jubilee Grapevine will explore WORK.. We would love to include your thoughts, articles, poetry,
artwork, photography, or random ramblings around this topic. To get you reflecting:
 How do you respond to the inevitable small-talk question ‘what do you do?’ in a way that honours your whole self?
 Where does your spirituality fit with your work? Does God also work at McDonalds/ Target/ Coles/ Dominos/ that café in
the city where the pay is not too bad but the hours are terrible and you can’t stand your boss? How? Where?
 How do we determine what is fair in a workplace, where the interests of owners and staff often appear in conflict?
 As residents of the minority world, what are our responsibilities towards the majority world workers who produce much of
what we consume? What opportunities are presented by our situation?
 What has happened to the IR legislation that got pushed through last year? What did it mean? Where is the role of
unions in contemporary Australian work culture? Are you a union member? Why/ why not?
 How do you respond to the notion of being God’s workers? Is it a helpful aspect of Christianity? Can we resurrect any
value from phrases like ‘working for the Lord’ or ‘working to bring in the kingdom’?
 How do you figure out what to ‘do with your life’? Do you feel ‘called’ to anything in particular? How does this manifest
for you? To what extent is vocation about being rather than doing? Does it have anything to do with work at all?
 Traditional interpretations of Genesis see work as a negative consequence of human sin. How does this sit with you? Do
you have an alternative understanding of the Genesis stories relating to work (eg. Genesis 3)?
 Jesus’ parables are often stories of labourers, who are frequently found not doing what they should. Which of these
‘worker’ stories connects with you? (eg. Matthew 20:1-16; Mark 12:1-11; Luke 12:35-48)
 Is anyone willing to share their story of being unemployed for a length of time? Where was God in this for you?
 How do we respond to those who are marginalised by being unable or unwilling to take up paid work? How do we value
unpaid work? What are the issues that keep people out of full-time and/ or paid employment?
All submissions need to be received by Friday 28 April 2006.
2006 Please let Clare know prior to this if you intend to contribute.
Submissions not related to the theme will also be considered for inclusion.
We are made for wonderment, not doing
Paulo Freire
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Jubilee Grapevine
128 Westminster St
East Victoria Park WA 6101
jged.at.ascm.org.au

Tasmania
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Rachel Anderson
0438717886
Victoria
Claire Vincent
clairevincent.at.yahoo.com
Australian Capital Territory
Anastasia Dalziell
Anastasia.Dalziell.at.gmail.com
Western Australia
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The ASCM does not currently have active branches in South Australia or the Northern
Territory. Please contact the National Coordinator if you are in these regions and have an
interest in becoming involved with ASCM.
Let justice grow wild & provide for all peoples freedom
freedom from oppression, for the sake of Christ the Vine.
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